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Housing, housing policy, and deaths of despair
The United States is in the midst of a multifaceted public health cri-

with county-level drug and alcohol overdose mortality rates. 24 The

sis, marked by increasing midlife mortality rates among nearly all

focus on evictions provides a potentially powerful lens for illuminat-

racial and ethnic groups.1-3 The burden of this crisis has fallen most

ing structural drivers of the opioid crisis. Housing is a critical social

heavily among vulnerable populations, particularly individuals with

determinant of health, 25-28 and evictions represent a culmination of

lower levels of income and education. 2-7 Patterns of rising mortal-

compounding housing insecurity and economic distress that further

ity—which vary across time, space, and causes of death—suggest a

raises the risk of poverty thereafter. 29,30 In addition, housing insecu-

complex set of underlying causes, many of which may have been op-

rity and evictions are intimately tied to public policy choices, partic-

erative for decades. 2

ularly those that affect the generosity and functioning of the social

Since the mid-1990s, rising midlife mortality rates have been

safety net. 29,31,32

driven in large part by deaths from drug overdose—predominantly

A large literature has demonstrated that substance use disorder

prescription, illicit, and synthetic opioid overdose—and, to a lesser

and housing insecurity are highly correlated.33 However, the direc-

extent, deaths from suicide and alcohol-related liver disease. 2,5

tion of causality (assuming there is a causal relationship) is not clear.

Research on opioid overdose deaths has largely focused on the role

Evictions may both serve as a cause and consequence of substance

of increased availability of prescription opioids.
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use disorders. Bradford and Bradford address this issue by focusing

recently spurred a second complementary line of inquiry, hypothe-

on variation in eviction rates generated by state housing policies,

sizing that elevated rates of opioid overdose, suicide, and alcohol-re-

including grace periods for late rental payments, limits on landlord

lated mortality—collectively referred to as “deaths of despair”—have

retaliation, and number of monthsʼ rent that can be charged by

resulted from compounding social and economic disadvantage over

landlords for deposits, among others. They identify these policies

the life course.5,11 Investigations of this hypothesis have focused on

through an exhaustive search of the legal literature, which in itself is

eroding economic conditions, such as sustained declines in employ-

an important contribution. A causal interpretation of their findings,

ment owing to foreign trade competition or manufacturing plant

based on their study approach, requires that state housing policies

12-15

closures.

do not directly affect the outcome of drug overdose mortality rates

This literature has convincingly demonstrated the importance of

and that they were not implemented due to concerns about wors-

these economic factors in partially explaining the observed increases

ening mortality rates. A causal interpretation further requires that

in mortality at midlife. However, other potential causes warrant

these policies were not correlated with other policies that may af-

study. The American midlife mortality crisis may trace back to the

fect mortality rates through other channels (eg, changes to Medicaid

early 1980s, which is when growth in life expectancy in the United

policy31,34,35). Though it is not possible in observational research de-

States slowed relative to other industrialized nations, anticipating

signs to fully exclude such biases, the authors reduce the scope of

the alarming reversal in longevity since 2014. 2 During this time pe-

possible violations of these key assumptions in a careful empirical

riod, disparities in mortality—particularly by socioeconomic status

design that includes a rich set of socioeconomic and demographic

and geographic region—have widened.16,17 These broad patterns im-

covariates, as well as county and year fixed effects.

plicate not only the economic shifts that have largely excluded peo-

Bradford and Bradford find a substantively meaningful associ-

ple with less formal education12,18-20 but also policy-driven erosion

ation between eviction rates and overdose mortality from several

of the social safety net and increasing precarity in the lives of the

classes of drugs as well as alcohol. Using opioids as a representative

poor. 21-23 The clustering of multiple socioeconomic stressors con-

case study, their estimates imply that counties in the top quartile of

centrated among people in the lower end of the income distribution,

eviction rates had annual adjusted opioid overdose mortality rates

in a backdrop of structural and institutional changes that have dimin-

that were 21 percent higher (as compared to the mean mortality rate

ished resilience to these stressors, may have laid the foundation for

across all years and counties) relative to counties in the lowest quar-

increasing despair and worsening health.

tile of eviction rates. This association was most prominent in met-

There is little research explicitly examining the role of social

ropolitan counties, with null associations estimated for rural areas.

policy changes and socioeconomic precarity in driving the ongoing

The findings of this novel study underscore the complexity of the

mortality crisis. In an innovative and important study in this issue of

underlying forces that have precipitated the rise in deaths of despair

Health Services Research, Ashley Bradford and W. David Bradford ex-

and the larger mortality crisis within which these deaths are embed-

amine whether policy-driven changes in housing instability—concep-

ded.36-38 The results raise a number of questions that should be pri-

tualized in this study by county-level eviction rates—are associated

oritized in future work. Stratified analyses—by age, gender, and race/
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ethnic group—may provide interesting insights into the differential

improve screening and treatment, particularly in vulnerable popula-

dynamics of rising drug overdose mortality across demographic

tions.46 Concurrent with antistigma interventions, improving screen-

groups. Such an analysis may also shed light on drivers of emerging

ing and data surveillance in areas hit hard by housing or economic

population health among women and nonwhites, populations who

shocks can help identify incident substance use disorder and enable

are also experiencing rising mortality rates but for whom the evi-

early, targeted intervention. As part of these efforts, health care

dence base on underlying drivers of these trends remains relatively

and public health professionals should be empowered to recognize

underdeveloped.3

and address structural determinants of health.47,48 Such efforts will

Advances in linking and analysing administrative data from di-

require buy-in from health systems and payers. Health care organi-

verse sources may allow for individual-level analyses that increase

zations are increasingly taking proactive efforts to address housing

confidence in causal claims.

30

Such analyses may also address po-

insecurity and other social determinants of health, with some orga-

tential bias from selective migration, which may challenge research

nizations moving beyond screening and referral to directly investing

designs using area-level data.39 Depending on what is available,

in affordable housing.49 The relative efficacy of such efforts, com-

high-resolution administrative data may also help researchers eluci-

pared to those that may be taken by housing authorities or other

date the mechanisms linking eviction to substance use disorder, for

agencies, remains unknown.

example, increasing financial strain, legal challenges, rising stress, or

The ongoing mortality crisis in the United States—in which rising

reduced engagement with health care providers. On this last point,

drug overdose deaths have played a prominent role—involves a vast

qualitative methods may be particularly useful in identifying what

and complex mix of demographic groups and geographic areas. Our

factors increase the risk of, and pathways to, substance use disorder

understanding of its fundamental drivers remains incomplete. While

among economically or socially vulnerable individuals facing housing

there are several broad themes that may link the experiences of differ-

insecurity.40

ent areas of the country and demographic groups, the circumstances

Also critical for translating research to policy is understanding the

leading to worsening population health within any given demographic

conditions under which eviction—or housing insecurity more gener-

group, place, or time—and the interventions needed to address these

ally27—does and does not influence drug overdose mortality. Is the

trends—are likely to be unique. Consequently, researchers and pol-

lack of association between evictions and health outcomes in rural

icy makers will need to think creatively and iteratively about the root

areas explained by lower baseline eviction rates, lower rental costs,

causes of worsening population health, adopting both national and

different local policy environments, or the overwhelming influence

local perspectives. The innovative study by Bradford and Bradford

of other factors that affect death rates in rural areas37? Does the

provides a cardinal example of such thinking.

increasing concentration of evictions—and, relatedly, foreclosures—
reinforce a stigma of place that undermines economic/educational
41,42

opportunity or other longer-term determinants of health?
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